Preparing for twins
Firstly a huge congratulations as if you are
downloading this you are most likely expecting twins. It
can feel daunting but I promise you it is worth it. And it
really is double the love.
When I found out I was having twins I didn't know where
to look for information and wanted to get advice from
those mums who had been there. This guide is from one
twin mum to another to try and offer you some tips for
preparing for your new arrivals.
I am not an expert, just a twin mum myself. This guide
isn't to tell you how to do things, more some things to
think about while preparing for their arrival.
I really hope you find it useful.
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So it's twins!
Getting Prepared
It can feel like there is so much to prepare. But don't
panic, it isn't as daunting as it seems - especially if
you do some research.
Twins can often arrive early, and on top of that you are likely to get bigger
quickly and possibly be very tired near the end. Having your hospital bag
ready by 28 weeks is a good idea. That way you know it's all done and ready
to grab when the time is right. It may seem early but it also means you can
spend the later weeks thinking about all the other things you need.

When it comes to the nursery and having all the big ticket items it is of course
personal choice. As above you may need to rest so having most of the big
items I would say by 32 weeks can be a good idea. I would create a really
good shopping list first - you really do not need 2 of everything. Also there
are a lot of options so do your research first and think about what will work
best for YOU and your family.
Once you have made your list do have a think about budgets, there is alot to
get and some items are best to buy new, others really are fine to get second
hand and could save you alot of money.
Once you start to get items like a pram, car seats
etc have a practice with them all and make sure you
know how they work. I say this as I didn't and there's
nothing more stressful than bringing two babies
home and then stressing that the steriliser isn't
working or you can't work the car seat!

I would suggest having a station set up for nappy changing downstairs,
maybe a nappy caddy /drawer or storage box and a change table - this way
you do not have to keep going upstairs and have everything to hand.
Personally I had a travel cot downstairs which had a change table on the top, I
found this great as you end up changing alot of nappies, so really helped my
back being able to stand, and also easier after a C-section. I would also keep
a small box of clothes downstairs. My babies had reflux which meant alot of
sick, so alot of changes of clothes. I had a wash bin downstairs and fresh
clothes so again I didn't have to keep going upstairs.
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How will I feed twins? I think many mums worry about this. It can be done but
try not to put pressure on yourself and remember every mother's journey is
different. Fed really is best and if things do not go to plan please try not to
worry.
I would try and have a think about how you would like to feed and look at
where you can get some support prior to the babies being born. I really do
think this can help.

To start take a look at where you can find some local support - for example in
my area our family centre offered a 2 hour breastfeeding course for
expecting mums and I found this really helpful and a good starting point. Also
if you do an NCT class or twins course they will talk about it during this to.
I really wanted to try and breastfeed but I hadn't thought about the support I
may need once the babies arrived. Every hospital seems to be different, but I
didn't get much help and believe this was one of the reasons I didn't continue.
The hospital offered support groups but not
being close to the hospital and at a time I
was finding it hard to get 2 babies out and
had just had a C-section I found them tough
to get to.
My advice would be to try and make a list of
all the places you may find support that you
can call on if you are feeling like you need
some extra help, so you know where to go
or who to call.
You can feel so tired and overwhelmed when you get home from hospital and
you want to have this information ready and to hand, not looking for help
when you are tired and stressed.
On one of your midwife visits try and speak to them about collecting
colostrum - this can be so helpful. I had a C-section late at night and
gestational diabetes, I had a few syringes collected prior to the birth and
these were given to the babies after birth to help with their blood sugar.
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Mine did latch after birth but they were small and all of us very tired so it really
put my mind at ease that I knew they had a good first feed. But take some
advice as manually expressing can bring on contractions. I only started 3 days
prior to them being born.
Fellow twin mum, Shellie, talks about her feeding experience:
'Before the twins arrived, I constantly told myself that as long as they were fed,
that was all that mattered. As a result, I really felt no pressure once they
arrived to breastfeed, from others or from myself. I had researched and found
a twin lactation support group and had one woman ready to come and help me
if I needed it. I’d also found a reputable lactation expert in the city too and had
contacted her to find out how she worked in case I needed her. I’d also bought
in some bottles and a bit of formula too. All of these things, im sure meant that
I went into the hospital feeling prepared on all fronts. Ready to try
breastfeeding but prepared if it didn’t pan out. I managed 6 months of combifeeding and I was delighted with that. I told myself constantly that every feed
from me was a great gift...whether I managed 1 day, 1 week, 1 month or a year. I
told myself I should be really proud of myself for doing it. I went to my local
breastfeeding group and wasn’t afraid to ever ask questions. I realised that
there were others who knew a lot more than me and it was perfectly okay to
not know the answer to something. I would want any twin mama to know that
however you feed your littlelies, is absolutely fine. Fed is always
best.' @the_cabanyal_twins

You may want to think about having a few bottles ready at home for if you pump
or choose formula. We found the MAM and Dr Brown bottles brilliant.
The MAM bottles are great if you are not sure what you will do as they can be
sterilised in the microwave so you don't have to buy a steriliser right away.
I would also have some formula ready, you don't want to be in a panic if you
decide you need it. If you choose to bottle feed I would recommend having around
12 bottles if you want to have enough for the day - I started with 8 and would
wash in between feeds. I would also get through nearly 2 tubs of formula a week.
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You will also have your health visitor, please do talk to them and keep in
contact with them if you have any worries or questions.

Sleeping
How you decide you would like your twins to sleep is really personal
preference. Please make sure you do some reading on safe sleeping to ensure
you understand the safest way.
I remember thinking I couldn't wait for
my twins to be all snuggled up and
sleeping together. However for me they
actually didn't settle well together and
became very hot so they mostly slept in
individual moses baskets. However lots of
twins settle better together, and regulate
each others breathing, just remember
either way is normal and fine. It's about
finding what works best for them.
I would prepare somewhere for them to nap downstairs for the first months,
as they will sleep alot. However this doesn't mean you have to spend alot or
have lots of space. You could use the bassinets from the pram (as they come
off so you can put them where you would like). If you have moses baskets
you could bring them downstairs or use your cushion.
For upstairs I used moses baskets which worked well for me, especially being
able to rock them. The only downside was they did seem to outgrow them
before 6 months. So try and get the biggest ones you can find. The next to me
cribs seem popular and great if breastfeeding.
Another option would be to use one cot for them both, that way when the
time is right you can move it into the nursery and you will need cots
eventually anyway, so not an extra cost. But this just may depend on the
space you have. I couldn't fit this in my room.
Most babies like to be swaddled, but swaddling with a blanket can be hard and
they wriggle out. So investing in some grow bags or zip up swaddles is really
worth it. My favourite were the Love to Dream ones, they seemed to work
very well settling them.
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But again every baby is different and so I would recommend buying a few,
and then when the babies arrive see how they get on and then buy some
more. Just in case they prefer a certain type of swaddle you don't want to
have spent alot of money on something they don't like.
White noise - every baby is different but white noise for me worked like a
dream. There are a few options, Ewan the dream sheep offers a toy and he
plays white noise, there are a few similar to this available. I had one,
however the sound did not go loud enough to soothe mine. So I invested in a
white noise machine, It had different types of sounds, volume and could play
all night. One tip is if the baby is crying, dont be afraid to play the white
noise louder than the cry. Babies struggle to concentrate on more than one
thing at a time so if it's loud enough they should relax and stop crying. You
can always then turn it down and leave it on low. I used for both nap time
and bedtime.
In your nursery and also your room I would see how dark the room really is,
ideally you want the room to be totally pitch black. So I would recommend
black out blinds and if they don't cut out the light around the edge I used
velcro to put up a piece of black out material over the windows. This really
does help. Or you can buy black out film for the windows. Again I wish I had
this all sorted before they arrived so worth thinking about prior.
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Items you may find useful
Twin breastfeeding pillow - there are a few on the market so do some
research, I found this helpful when I was breastfeeding. You could look at
2nd hand? Most have fully washable covers, I would take one into hospital
with you. Click here for one option.
Twin feeding pillow or two bouncers - if you do bottle feed (or at some point
you will need to put them down) having somewhere to put them will be
crucial. Again do your research as to your budget and preference.
Plenty of breast pads - there are some great re-usable ones on the market
too.
Breast pump - you may not pump but in case you need to I would research
prior - ideally I would say an electric double pump. I hired the Medela
Sympthony which was good as I could send it back when I didn't need it any
longer and was what my hospital used. But do some research so you know
what you may like to use should the situation arise.
Be sure to have a feeding chart printed out or a notebook ready as you will
want to log feed times / duration etc. You can download one from our site,
and there are a number of good apps to use too. (See appendix).

Places to find support:
Twins Trust - they have a helpline and support volunteers - click here
Your local hospital - when going for scans write down what support groups
they have for feeding.
There are lactation consultants and volunteers so take a look online and
see who and what is available in your local area - maybe make contact with
your local twins club if you have one as they may be able to let you know
where to find support. And like Shellie don't be shy to make contact with
them prior so you have spoken and understand how they can help.
www.twinningituk.com - You can find Hazel on Instagram @twinningituk - she
has twins and has also created a feeding app for you to download and has so
many tips on her page - so certainly worth checking out.
And even be brave and contact other breastfeeding twin mums on social
media, most i'm sure are willing to chat and have some valuable experience.
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General
Some other things to think about before your twins arrive:
I would recommend to get some kind of sling / baby carrier. There are lots
on the market for one baby at a time or twin ones. Personally I went for
two single ones. I found in the day I could usually settle one and then wear
one to get things done. Two for me would have been too heavy. Plus it
meant we could share the load when out and about. However, again do
some research and see what you think will suit you best.
Start buying nappies early - you will go through alot. Reusable nappies would
save alot of money and there are some great ones on the market now.
Cook up lots of meals to put in the freezer prior to the babies arrival.
Twins will keep you busy and cooking nice meals will most likely be far
down the list. But eating well is important, so if you have a good freezer
stash it really can help and you will be SO pleased you did it.
If you have the time a first aid course for babys and children can be really
useful. Although not something you have to do I think to have the
knowledge of what to do in an emergency situation can help put our minds
at ease. I would try and do one before the babies arrive as getting to do
one once they arrive can be harder and it seems to move down the to do
list. Mini First Aid do some great ones, and even ones you can do online.
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I wanted to bring you some words of advice from other twin mums - these are
their words to you. The names are their Instagram handles and are linked so
you can check them out and see their journey with twins.
'Yes the first few months are hard, but not impossible. You will cope'
@jenniefinn
'A twin pillow, and in the UK, ASDA have a kinder valley version for £19'
@theminimushtaqs
'I couldn't have lived without a nappy caddy'
@the_sita_twins
'The things that twin parents say are nice won't make sense when they
are newborn. Get an Amazon prime account! You don't need to much to
start but if it makes you feel calmer talk to other twin mums. It really
does get better'
@juliarhicks
'You don't actually need 2 of everything. A stretchy wrap sling was great
as they can both go in at the same time. I wish I'd known about hand
expressing before to help with milk supply'
@heather_melissa_
'Breastfeeding might not be simple, especially if they come early and are in
NICU. I didn't have the time to get the support I needed'
@binnie.and.the.twinnnies
'Routines - it doesn't have to be the same as anyone else but if you follow
the same things and the same cues everyday I found the babies much
easier. No matter how daunting, try and get out everyday, even to walk
round the block. It really helps clear the mind.'
@team_thomson_x
'They may not want to sleep together - that's ok' @parrtwins
'Be prepared with a twin pillow and feeding cushion'
@mummy_to_two_peas_in_a_pod
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Other useful resources
There are so many good resources out there to help you and knowing about
them before the babies arrive can really help.

If you are worried about how you will cope, especially if you have other
children and maybe do not have any family around to help and support you
Homestart are a great charity to look into. They offer support at home,
groups and so much more. They have really helped me and if you are worried
at all please do check them out. Click here to visit the website.

Facebook is also great to find out what is going on in your local area, for me
there is a twin group for where I live so do a search and see if there is a group
for your local area. They usually put up groups, meet ups etc. There are some
great closed groups which offer lots of support and you can ask questions
(Twinlife, Twin Support UK and plenty more). Also if you are looking for 2nd
hand items there are plenty of selling groups for twin mums which means you
get matching outfits for a much lower cost. In fact there is one group which
offers free clothes for parents of multiples called ‘Free clothes/toys/items
within twin/multiples community UK’ so if you are on a budget please do
check it out.

I am also the co-founder of a wonderful group on Instagram called Multipals,
not only can you ask questions to other twin mums and find advice but we can
match you up with another twin mum who is a little further along in their
journey. The aim is they can be your go to person and buddy and someone to
chat to who has been there. Visit @multipalstogether to find out more.

There is also a new lovely chat forum just for parents of multiples, it is free to
register and you can ask questions, find advice and help support others. Visit
www.twinclub.co.uk/forum to find out more and sign up to the forum. Or on
instagram @twinclub.co.uk
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One of the main Twin and Multiple associations is Twins Trust. It is worth
checking the website out. One thing they do are antenatal classes specifically
for parents expecting multiples. We did one of these courses, my honest
opinion is it was good, however as they are not run in every town you just have
to find your closest one, which means you get people from a wide area so may
not meet many people local to you. I had a lovely group and we did chat on
whatsapp which was nice. The course itself gave lots of advice but I think it
would really only suit first time parents – otherwise I think a lot you would
already know! Looking back I am not overly sure it helped me cope better with
twins but did arm me with more knowledge. You may choose a specific Twins
Trust course or NCT one but I think doing one is definitely a good idea.

I really hope this pack has been helpful and do feel free to message me any
questions.
My email is just4twinsuk@gmail.com and i'm always happy to chat over on
instagram @just4twins.
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To help make it easy below are a few links to hopefully help you start with
some research:

Gro Company - Sleeping bags
Twin Feeding Pillows:
Asda
SamualJohnston
Amazon

Breast pump reviews
Re-usable Nappies:
Little Lamb
Totsbots
Bambino Mio

Reusable Breast Pads
Lansinoh
Etsy
Safe Sleeping
Blackout Window Film
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